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COMPACT REAL HYPERSURFACES 
WITH PARALLELY CYCLIC CONDITION 

OF A COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE

Yong-Soo Pyo

1. Introduction
Let Pr(C) be an n-dimensional complex projective space with Fu- 

bini Study metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4. In 

Takagi's study [8] of real hypersurfaces of Pn(C), he proved that all 

homogeneous real hypersur&ces could be divided into six types which 

are said to be type A2,B, C,!?, and E.

In what follows an induced almost contact metric structu호e of a real 

hypersurface M of Pn(C) is denoted by (饱 g> & 〃). The structure vector 

f is said to be principal if where A is the shape operator in the

direction of the unit normal on M and a = 〃(&). Real hypersurfaces 

of Pn(C) have been studied by many differential geometers. ([1], [3], 

[4], [5], [6], [7], and [8] etc.) And one of them, Okumura [7] showed 

that M is of type Ay or A2 if and only if A(j> = (pA. FuKhermo호e、 
Maeda [이 proved that M is of type A\ or A2 if and only if

g((VxA)Y. Z) + MY、)g@X、Z) + 다(Z)g" V) = 0

for any vector fields X"匕 and Z on where V is the Riemannian 

connection with respect to g.

In this paper, we shall prove the following theorem.

THEOREM. Let M be a compact real hypersurface with parallely 

cyclic condition of a complex projective space Fn(C). Then M is locally 

congruent to one of the homogeneous hypersurfaces of type A\ or A2 -
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2. Preliminaries
Let Af be a real hypersurface of a complex projective space R%(C). 

Throughout the present paper the following convention on the range 

of indices axe used, unless otherwise stated

i, J, , • , = 1,2, — ,2n — 1-

The summation convention will be used with respect to those system 

of indices.

For an almost contact metric structure (奴g’h) on M, the follow

ing relations are given :

(2.1) <8神 t = 一砂 + 4>jrC = 0,

&0； = 0,泌=1.

Furthermore, the covariant derivative of the structure tensors are ob

tained by

(2.2) 財 = 사I濟 + 屿 VX，= -5,

where V is the Riemannian connection with respect to g and A =(勺) 
denotes the shape operator with respect to the unit normal on M. Since 

Pn(C) is of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4)the Gauss and 

Codazzi equations axe respectively given as follows :

(2.3) Rkjih = gkhdjt - 9}h9kt + </>kh<kji —

(2.4) 、7khji 一 = &0〃 — 6曲h — 2&舫，

where Rkjth 히R the components of the Riemannian ctirvature tensor 

of M. Let S3l be the components of the Ricci tensor of M. Then the 

Gauss equation implies

(2.5) S3t = (2n + l)g处—+ hh}t —硃)

where h is the trace of the shape operator A and h* = hjrh^.
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3. Proof of the Theorem
Let M be a real hypersurface of a complex projective space Pn(C). 

Then M is called parallely cyclic if VmTfcjt = 3aS7mUkji (a is constant), 

where 7[顷=项 + V，"知 + 项” “爲：=and 

拣 = (see [2]). From now on, we suppose that M is

compact and of parallely cyclic.

F¥om (2.2), we have

(3.1) V.V^, = 아顷- h}k\t - (VJ顷•所.

Hence, the Laplacian △& of & is given by

(3-2) △& = hir2^ - h為-

where h2 = hJth^. Multiplying </>kt to (2.4), by (2.1) and (2.2), we get

(3.3) (N 血 N戶 = —(由m 서)& = -2(n — 1)6

Thus, from (3.1) and (33)"所pbtam

(3-4) = hhjrC - hjr2C + 2(n - 1)孫

Since = VMm + we have

(3-5) = hh3rC 一 h赤—(VH)奸 + 2(n - 1)&

by (3.2) and (3.4). Therefore

(3.6) ^Vmejm = -^ + 2(n-l),

where a = h点1牛 Since M is of parallely cyclic and

(3.7) = 3VmVfc/ij, — 3、V + &妁：)

by (2.4), we obtain

(3.8) m(、&如 k + &们 *：) + + +

Applying i = j to (3.7) and summing up with respect to J,

(3.9) = 2aVm(fVr^).

Hence, if we put Wt = h\7th — 2사if + &(▽据)顼, then we get

5必=|仰7仇一2灰「％清

because = 0. Since M is compact, we obtain the following lemma 

by the Stoke's theorem.
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LEMMA. Under the hypothesis of the Theoipm： we have

(3.10) ▽沛=

On the other hand, from (3.9), we obtain

(3-11) 어(%《「)(▽，•&) - (▽")(▽&) + 負- ▽,▽，§)} = 0.

Multiplying to (3.11), and using (2.1), (2.2), and (3.1), we can. know

(3.12) a(eV,C)(Vr^) = a{0& — h]rC + eC(^thar)^r),

where & =崎甘吒匚 And, by (2.2),

(心) 《硏厂)3,&)=碩甘-；•

R?om (2.2), we have

(3-14)

▽m&z = 一 (Vmhtr)^>j + hmihjrC

+ hmjhtr^r —林 —

Hence, we obtain

(3.15) = 2ahjre -婷一阳-與'(▽他”•泌;.

FYom (2.3) and (2.5), we have

(3.16) (Skrhf-R^h^)^ = hhjr2C + {(2n + l)-h2}hjrC-h(3.

And, using the Ricci identity, we find

(3.17)

腿hj - Rmk]rhmr^k = 2磕 一 hjrC - h&

- a{2厂(口&出可⑺+負▽&)(▽%)

-+efcrvfceJm -产&矿％眦} 
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by (2.1), (2.2) and (3.8). Combining (3.16) and (3.17), and using (2.1), 

(2.2), (3.5), (3.6), (3.12), (3.13), and (3.15),

(3.18)

hhj^^r + (2n —丘2)九计顼 一 2c頌7

=a[hhjr^r + {ha + 4(n — 1) — 2 九 2}& — (Vrft)^r].

Since Vr^ = —2a甘薦丄* by (2.2) and (3.10),

(3.19) (Vr/i)^jr = 2a{hjr^r —

Hence, multiplying 伊 to (3.18), we have

(3.20) h시3 — 2aa) = (a — 2a){方2 - 2(n - 1)).

On 반ic other hand, from (3.5) and (3.19), we get

(3.21) ▽m&m =(& 一 2a)h3rC + {2aa 一 秘 + 2(n 一 1)}&.

Thus, we have

(3.22) 阳= 8(h - 2a) + a{2aa 一 秘 + 2(n 一 1)).

F¥om (2.1), (2.4), and (3.14), we obtain

(3.23) 时歸▽"知=26飞咨勺)(切＜)

-2r(V^im)(V^) + 2(A-a).

Since, from (3.1) and (3.3),

(3.24) V7(erVre)= (▽£)(▽&) + ha-l3 + 2(n- 1),

(3.25)

II5I|2 = 2(W)(W&) + 2(▽舟)(▽/，)

=2Vj(erVre)+ 2{h2 -ha- 2(n - 1)}

by (2.1) and (2.2).
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f¥om (2.2) and (3.8), the Laplacian △/项 of hji is given by

(3.26)

△/项 =如 m + + 가

- 一 土" + a{(^m&)&까 + (Vme.)eim

+ 島+拱祝鈴+ &▽%*}

Hence, by (2.1), (2.2), (3.14) and (3.21), we have

(3.27) = 2(h - a) - 2a{h2 - ha - 2(n - 1) + ^ - a2}.

F¥om (3.23), (3.25), and (3.27), we get

(3.28)

△n ~2vm(h^jvme)一 2avi(ervren

=(△如)$*‘ + 2設(▽人m)(WF) - 2Mj(FV・F)
= 2r(Vm^t)(V^*) - 에6시|2 - 2a(8 - a2).

Multiplying hJ, to (3.26), and using (2.2), (3.22), (3.23), and (3.24),

7/△噸=2Vy(CrVreJ) + 2aem(Vrn/ijl)(VieI)

+ 2a[l3(h - 2a) + a{2aa - h2 + 2(n - 1)}] - 4(n - 1)

because = 0. Hence, from (3.20) and (3.25), we have

hji^h3i _ 2(2a2 + i)Vj(ervrej)

=2af"7m噸)(▽+') - 2/||6||2 — 4a2(^ — a2) 一 4(n 一 1).

Since |A7i2 = hJH나y + ||Vjt/iJt||2, we obtain

(3.29) AF = II▽房시 * + 2a 顼 (▽”」项 )(▽'<)

-2，/|畠 J|2 _ 4a2(0 - a2) - 4(n - 1),

where = 播아毋 — 2(2a2 + l)V7(^rVr^J). If we put
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▽*；崂=^khJt - - 汴-a(&&* + djk + &&3),

then we get

INH치卩 = II▽鶴시|2 - 1物尸(▽房,,)(▽£)

+ 3a2||Cj.||2 + 6a2(Z? - a2) - 4(n - 1)

by (2.1), (2.2), (3.3), (3.13) and (3.23). Thus, by (3.29),

AF = II▽房치|2 + 14状'(効勺)(卯<) 一 5a2||&』2 _ 10/优 - a2).

Since M is compact and (Vr^J)(V3^J)(fr^ = yS — a2 > 0, from (3.28), 

we have

加丿치 |2+2/| 烏||2+4/0 — #) = 0

by the Stoke's theorem. Consequently, we obtain 이= 0. If ||^Jt|| =

0, then, from (2.2), we get + 如0广=0. And, if a = 0, then

顼 = &如k + & 如 k because ▽M；* = 0. Therefore. M is of type 4고 
or A2 (see [이 and [7]).
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